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Evaluation of the Week

The group worked on enhancing the current feature set of Photokan and the orthophoto generation module. The orthophoto generation module has been updated to reflect the changes in formulas and mosaicking capability for orthophotos have been adopted. The lacking implementations for mosaicking module interface, output serialization and georegistration data presentation have been written.

Documentation plans have been discussed by the group. Code freeze has been postponed to the beginning of June to allow the adaptation of some features.

Personal Performance Reports

Okan AKALIN

I worked on the mosaicker interface and implemented the first part of manual operation interface. Besides that I improved the error reporting facilities and made some bug fixes.

Görkem KURT

I have implemented the serialization methods of image and orthophoto objects and made the necessary bindings through the user interface.

Kazım IŞIK

I continued the work on mosaicker interface and finished its implementation. Manual operation and region of interest selection are finished. Besides I started working on integration of georegistration presentation.

Yunus OLGUN

I modified the orthophoto module to reflect the changes in formulas. The mosaicking capability for orthophotos were missing, I implemented them. I also worked on implementation of stereo vision.